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Order of the Day
May 9, 1945, No. 369: Moscow
QN May 8, 1945, in Berlin, the representatives of the German High Command signed the act
of unconditional surrender of the forces of the German army.
The Great Patriotic War waged hy the Soviet peop:e against the German-fascist invaders has
been victoriously concluded; Germany is utterly routed.
Comrades Red Army men, Red Navy men, sergeants, petty officers, officers of th e Army and
Navy, generals, admirals and marshals! I congratulate you upon the victorious termination of the
Great Patriotic War.
To mark the comp~ete victory over Germany, today, on May 9, the Day of Victory, at 10 P.M.,
the capital of our Motherland-Moscow-on behalf of the Motherland, will salute the gallant troops
of the Red Army and the ships and units of the Navy which have won this brilliant victory, by firing
30 artillery salvos from 1,000 guns.
Eternal glory to the heroes who fell in the fighting for the freedom and independen ce of our
Motherland!
Long live the victorious R ed Army and Navy!
(Signetl) SUPREME COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
MARSHAL OF THE SOVIET UNION STALIN

Stalin's Victory Address
OMRADES! Compatriots, men and
women! The Grear Day of Vicrory
over Germany has come. Fascist Germany, forced to her knees by the Red
Army and the troops of our Allies, has
acknowledged her defeat and declared
unconditional surrender.
On May 7, the preliminary protocol
of surrender was signed in the city of
Rheims. On May 8, representatives of the
German High Command, in the presence
of representatives of the Supreme Command of the Allied troops and of the
Supreme Command of the Soviet troops,
signed in Berlin the final act of surrender, the execution of which l::.egan at 24
hours, May 8.
Being aware of the wolfish habits of
the German ringleaders, who regard
treaties and agreements as an empty scrap
of paper, we had no reason to believe
their words. Since this morning, in pursuance of the act of surrender, German
troops in mass have begun ta lay down
arms and surrender ta our troops.
This is no longer an empty scrap of
paper. This is the real surrender of Germany's armed forces.
True, one group of German troops in
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From the painting by Vasili Yakovlev

Members of the State Committee of Defense of the USSR and Government officials-Standing, left to right, L. M. Kaganovich,
L. P. Beria, K. E. Voroshilov, J. V. Stalin, V. M. Molotov, G. K. Zhukov, G. M. Malenkov, N. A. Voznessensky

*
JULY 3, 1941
This war with fascist Germany cannot be co11side1.'e'l an onlinary
war. It is not only a war between two armies; it is also " great war of
the entire Soviet people against the German-fascist forces. The aim of
this national war in defense of our country against the fascist oppressors is not only elimination of the danger hanging over our country,
but also aid to all European peoples groaning under the yoke of German fascism. In this war of liberation we shall not be alone.

J. STALIN

rhe area of Czechoslovakia is still evading surrender. Bm I hope the Red Army
will be able tO bring .it to its senses.
Now we can note with full satisfaction
that the historical day of the final rout of
Germany, the Day_ of the Grear Vicrory
of our people over German imperialism,
has come. The great sacrifices we have
made in the name of freedom and our
defense of our Motherland, the incalculable privations and sufferings experienced
by our people in the course of the war,
the strai ned wo.rk in the rear and at the
from-placed on the altar of the Mc rherland-have not been in vain and have
been crowned by complete victory over
the enemy.
The age long srruggle of the Slav peoples for their existence and their independence has ended in victary over the
German invaders and the German tyranny. Henceforth, the great banner of freedom of nations and peace among nations
will By over Europe.
Three years ago Hider publicly stared
that his aims included the dismemberment of the Soviet Union and the wresting of the Caucasus, the Ukraine, Byelorussia, the Baltic and other regions from
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it. He declared bluntly: "We will desrroy
Russia, so that she will never be able tO
rise again." This happened three years
ago. However, Hitler's crazy ideas were
not fared tO succeed. The course of the
war scattered them ro the winds. In actual
fact, scmething directly opposite ro the
Hitlerires' ravings has taken place. Germany has been utterly defeated. The
German troops are ' surrendering. The
Soviet Union is celebrating vicrory, although it does not intend tO dismember
or destroy Germany.
Comrades! The Great Patriotic War
has ended in our complete vicrory. The
period of the war in Europe is over.
The period of peaceful development l:ias
l:egun.
I congrarulare you upon the victory,
my dear compatriots, men and women!
Glory to our heroic Red Army which
upheld the independence of our Motherland and won vicrory over the enemy!
Glory ro our great people-the victor
people!
Eternal glory tO the heroes who fell in
the battles against the enemy and gave
their lives for the freedom and happiness
of our people!

The Greatest Victorv
In the History of Warfare
el

By Colonel Nikolai Akimov

T

HE mighty vise of the Red Army and
its Allies have crushed Hitlerite Germany and ground her to dust. Her armed
forces which six years ago began a war
against the entire world have been utterly
routed. Unconditional surrender has been
signed in the very heart of Germany, in
Soviet-occupied Berlin.
The history of wars records no defeat
so shattering as this. The Armies of the
great democratic powers have won one
of the most spectacular military victories
ever achieved.
In years to come, military historians
will study in minutest detail the events
of each day of this titanic war in Europe.
Hundreds of books will be written, explaining the unparalleled defeat of Germany's armed forces. Yet even today it
is clear to all who have attentively observed and studied the war that the chief
reason for Germany's military debacle is
that Hitler's entire strategic plan was nothing more than a gamble.
Any operation-be it tactical or strategic-which is launched without the necessary forces for its realization is usually
classed as a military adventure. What was
Hitler's main strategic plan when he
started his war in Europe in the autumn
of 1939? He and his generals set their
armed forces no less than four major
strategic objectives, and these were to
be realized in a specific and definite order.
We now know that the first objective
was the defeat of the armed forces of
all the states of Wes tern Europe and
first of all, France and Great Britain.
The second was the defeat of the Soviet
Union. After capturing all cf Europe's
industry and its tremendous manpower
reserves, Hitler planned to strike across
the Caucasus and Iran to India-to join
up with the armed forces of his ally,
Japan. And the final stage of this truly
fantastic undertaking was to be a thrust
across the Atlantic into South America
with the aim of conquering the Ne~
World.
There is a sufficient number of convincing facts and documents proving that
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Our Cause is Just
Victory is Ours
( 1nscription on new Soviet Meda I
"For Victory over Germany in
the Great Patriotic War
of 1941-4-5")

these were the strategic plans of the
Hitlerite clique when it set out on its
war of world conquest. It is obvious that
to carry out such a plan would require
a gigantic army, an army greater than
any present-day state, even the most powerfu~ could build. le is also obvious that
even with such an army, the conquest
of four continents would require not simply two or three campaigns, but hundreds
of gigantic battles fought over a period
of decades.
Strong though it was when it launched
this bloodiest of all wars, Hitler's army
was a mere Lilliputian compared to the
tasks assigned to it by Hitler. But it was
a Lilliputian infected with the germ of
Nazism, intoxicated with its own delirious plans, obsessed with a zoological
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hatred for all other nations, and-most
important-absolutely confident not only
of its military superiority, but of its freedom to put its aggressive schemes into
effect with impunity.
The overestimation of its own forces
and the underestimation of the strength
of its opponents was the fatal weakness
in the strategic plan of Hitler and his
clique, which has now been smashed by
the valorous armies of the Soviet Union
and her Allies.
As we all remember, the early part of
the Second World War took an unfavorable turn for the democratic countries
cf the world . Yet history will bear out
that the reverses suffered by the Wes tern
European countries were not so much
a result of the superiority of the Hitlerite
military doctrine (if these mad plans of
world conquest can be called a military
doctrine) as of the unpreparedness, discord and-to some extent-the treachery
that reigned in the camp of Hider's opponehts.
After marching through Poland, routing Holland, Belgium and France, and
reaching the Atlantic, the Hitlerites came
to a halt on the coast of the English
Channel. It developed that the German
army was not prepared for even such
an operation as crossing that narrow body
of water.
After the Balkan campaign, but before he realized his first strategic objective-this was put off until "better
times"-Hitler turned his armies aga inst
the U.SSR.
The war in the East lasted 1,417 days.
There is no need tO dwell on events on
this front. Here Hitlerite Germany finally
came up against a great power which
broke the backbone of the Wehrmacht,
and which, after a brilliant march from
the Volga to the Spree, smashed into
Berlin, where the enemy was forced to
sign the act of unconditional surrender.
Now, while the ink with which Field
Marshal Keitel put his signature to the
unconditional surrender of Hitlerite Germany is barely dry, it is difficul~ to sum

up the war properly. One can merely
point to some of the more outstanding
features that confirm the main thesis as
to the adventurous nature of Hitler's strategic plans.
When the German General Staff
launched the war against the Soviet
Union, it had no dear idea of the
strength of the Red Army. The notorious
German intelligence service, and the
fascist fifth column which had played
such a fatal role in the battles of Poland,
France and the Balkans, proved powerless
in the war against the Soviet Union. This
explains why, after every battle won by
the Germans from the western frontiers
of the Soviet Union to Moscow, they
declared the main forces of the Red Army
had been annihilated. Actually, however,
they had not yet faced the main Soviet
forces, but only the vanguard armies.
It was these armies that dealt the
Wehrmacht the huge losses which undermined the blitz plan of the German
Gen@ral Staff, and at the same time enabled the Red Army to mobilize its main
strength. Intensive effort was exerted in
the Eastern districts of the country to
build up the powerful forces that were
soon to turn the tide at Moscow, and a
year later at Stalingrad.
Hitler was forced to resort ro a series
of what came ro be known as total mobilizations, to abandon altogether the
idea of making a thrust across the English Channel, and of marching against
Egypt; and later, when our Allies invaded
the European Continent, was forced to
strip his western and southern European
fronts.
The result was that when the war in
the East was at its height, Hitler had
to alter not only the strategic objectives
of his armies, but also his own strategy
and tactics. After Stalingrad, Hitler, who
had calculated on a blitz campaign
against the Soviet Union, was forced to
go over to protracted warfare. Dozens of
defense lines and walls came into being;
. the Wehrmacht hurriedly switched over
to the defensive-and the notorious theories of "elastic defense," "desert zones,"
and, toward the end of war, of the "wandering and brake kettles," were trotted

doctrine of the Supreme High Command
of the Red Army. The entire course of
the war after Stalingrad was marked by
the detline of the German army.
This was the period in which the Red
Army decimated the main forces of Hitlerite Germany in furious gigantic and
bloody struggles. To foreign observers, it
seemed at times that a pause or an equilibrium of forces had set in on the SovietGerman front. When this happened,
"profound" prognostications of diverse
kinds, by various military commentarors,
appeared. Theirs was not an enviable
task in this war. Time after time the
Red Army forced them to retreat from
their untenable positions.
Most indicative in this respect was the
final stage of the war, which lasted no
more than three and a half months. It
it is not without interest today to recall
Germany's position in the middle of January of this year. The H iderites still held
a great deal of territory on their Eastern
front, running along the lower reaches
of the Niemen, Narew and Vistula Rivers, cutting across the Carpathians, and
running through Budapest and farther, to
the shores of Lake Balaton and the Drava
River. In the West there were the Siegfried Line and the Rhine. At Hitler's
disposal were about 300 divisions. Germany's armed forces even attempted to
launch counter-offensives-in Hungary
and Belgium, for example.
Recall the shattering impression made
on ma.ny military reviewers abroad by
Rundstedt's counterblow. Some of them
even went so far as to speak of the
revival of Germany's former military
might. They predicted failure of General
Eisenhower's offensive plans, and the
prolongation of the war for another year,
or perhaps two. But the Soviet press was

ON TO BERLIN!
With
boundless
enthusiasm Soviet
troops press forward on the his·
toric march to the
German capital

Out.

Thus, the strategy of the German General Staff, its military doctrine, could not
stand up against the strategy and military
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correct when it appraised the German
couaterblows in Hungary and Belgium
as acts of desperation and bluff.
This myth of the revival of German
armed might was quickly scattered to
the winds by the Red Army's winter
offensive, which demonstrated that the
forces of the Germans were exhausted.
It became obvious that the coordinated
Allied blows from the East and West
had completely deprived Hitlerite Germany of her ability to conduct a successful defense on two fronts and to maneuver with her forces.
It was then that military observers saw
particularly clearly what the war on
the Soviet-German front had cost Germany: In four years of fighting, the Red
Army had wiped out the most battleworthy contingents of the German army;
it had made gaps in the ranks of the
German army that no number of
Volkssturmers could possibly fill.
At the beginning of the war, Marshal
Stalin said that the country which would
be able to come to the end of the war
with the largest reserves would win.
This prediction was borne out by the entire course of the war in Europe. Germany has been ground to dust because
her mad rulers tried to carry out a
plan beyond the powers of a single army
in the world, a plan based on the most
monstrous and misanthropic of ideas.
The defeat which the Armies of the
great democratic powers have inflicted on
Hitlerite Germany will be a stern warning
to all aggressors. They should be convinced of the fact that the forces of the
Red Army and its Allies are numberless-that now, after 1,417 days of war,
the armed might of the Soviet Union
is greater than on the day Hitler perfidicusly attacked her.

A salvo of the famous Guards mortars, the "Katyushas"-one of the most powerful weapons of Soviet arms

The Battle for Berlin
T

HE great battle of Berlin began
several days before the first volley
of artillery preparation rang out on the
Oder and the Neisse Rivers--the line
which Soviet troops had reached after
the victorious winter offensive from the
Vistula. This is a region of marshes, forests and lakes connected by canals. There
are fewer roads here than in other parts
of Germany, and each road amd causeway across the marshes could easily be
swept with artillery and machine-gun fire.
Here the Germans expected to hold out
for a long time and to wear down our
troops in positional warfare.
The Germans had also massed immense
forces here, transferring divisions from
the Western Front and other sectors
which they considered less threatened.
They concentrated large masses of infantry and artillery on lines along the rivers,
and under its protection set out to complete the fortifications they had begun
building in the winter and which were to
form a series of belts covering the approaches to Berlin.
The first of these lines was on the
Neisse, where the ramified system of
defenses included the old towns of Guben,
Forst and Muskau, which the Germans
turned into powerful strongholds.
But while the Germans took every
measure to build up powerful defenses on
the N eisse, they did not expect Marshal
Konev to strike in this region of forests,

marshes and lakes. This is confirmed by
the statements of numerous German officers taken prisoner. Therefore the Germans made a special effort to fortify
Goerlitz, a district on the left flank of
the Soviet troops of the First Ukrainian
Front, where flat country criss-crossed by
numerous roads offered many advantages
for the offensive.
The Command of the First Ukrainian
Front did everything to confirm the Germans in their belief that Goerlitz would
be the objective of the next attack. By
night the Germans could see headlights
of endless columns of motor vehicles passing in this direction. German aerial observers spotted the appearance of many
new airfields and artillery positions without, of course, realizing that they were
all dummies.
While the attention of the Germans
was riveted on the Goerlitz direction, our
troops were preparing to strike in the
lower Neisse area.
Perhaps the most remarkable feature
of the preparations fer the tremendous
blow was the secrecy with which the
troops were massed on the marshy bank
of the Neisse. Units were brought up at
night in perfect silence. No one dared
light a cigarette or talk loudly. Each night
the roads near the river teemed with
troops, trucks and tanks that moved without headlights and with muffled engines.
During the day the German aerial scouts
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could see nothing but the undisturbed

calm of the forests. Even the traces of
tank treads were carefully obliterated
before dawn.
When the first volley of the tremendous artillery prepara~ion was fired one
morning, it struck the Germans as a bolt
from the blue. This artillery preparation,
with 250 to 300 guns to every kilometer
of the sector, was designed for a breakthrough and marked the beginning of the
great battle of Berlin. In the first few minutes all enemy fortifications along the
river bank were swept away. Artillery
fire was then shifted to the second, third
and fourth lines of the German defenses.
Meanwhile, beneath a fiery arch of flying shells our infantry began to cross the
river in boats, canoes and barges Prepared beforehand. The volleys of artillery
were still thundering when entire regiments gained a foothold on the opposite
bank and proceeded immediately to push
deeper" into enemy defenses. Behind them
the engineers laid bridges from parts previously prepared, and the tanks, emerging from their hiding places in the woods,
rushed across.
On the first day of the offensive our
troops advanced ten kilometers. Next day
the speed of the advance increased to 20
kilometers, after the tank forces had
crossed the Neisse over the new bridges.
The armored advance continued at the
rate of 30 to 45 kilometers a day. And
all the way Soviet troops had to over-

come enemy resistance and fight for each
BEFORE THE DECISIVE ASSAULT
village and town along the roads and
for each forest entrance blocked with trees.
When our troops reached the Spree,
the Germans made another desperate attempt to stem our advance. They massed
two powerful forces on the flanks of our Colonel General
Katukov (right),
wedge, at Cottbus and Spremberg, in an
commander or a
effort to cut off the spearhead stabbing t a n k formation
into the heart of Germany. A strong Ger- which was the first
man armored force--hundreds of tanks
to enter Berlin
and self-propelled guns-sallied forth
from Spremberg along the Spree to intercept our troops. But our forces pushed
westward at a swift pace, paying no attention to the battle which flared up at
Spremberg in their rear.
It was a daring decision; the enemy was
strong and fought fiercely. But it worked
out the way the Soviet Command expected. Our troops on the left flank sur- The troops of
rounded and wiped out the German force Colonel Generals
Kuznetsov (left)
at Spremberg, capturing rich booty and
and Chui k ov
thousands of prisoners. Meanwhile, our marched f r o m
troops on the right flank captured Cottbus Stalingrad to the
by a swift enveloping movement.
German capital
But the most effective stroke in this
battle for Berlin was still ahead. Overcoming fierce resistance and numerous
Radiophotoa
obstacles, our troops drove on due west.
The spearhead of the wedge boring into
grouping their forces with the aim of forces thrown in by the Germans, and
the body of Germany was directed at
protecting that city.
overcoming line after line of enemy deDresden. The Germans began hastily rePrecisely at that moment, a part of our fenses reached the suburbs.
mobile forces advancing to the west
When Berlin was outflanked from the
turned sharply to the north. The Germans south and north, units of the First Byelodid not expect this. A similar maneuver, russian and First Ukrainian Fronts again
but from north to south, was effected by changed the direction of their advance
mobile troops of the First Byelorussian and suddenly turned to meet each other.
Front. General Rybalko's tanks joined General Lelyushenko's tanks made a dash
with General Katukov's tanks near the northward and effected a junction with
village of Bonsdorf and closed a ring General Bogdanov's forward units. Thus
behind the German troops defending Ber- they trapped the Germans in Berlin itself.
lin from the east. These troops, which The German capital was surrouaded. The
constituted the main force massed for stage was set for the final assault.
the defense of Berlin, were cut off from
the German capital and the ring around
Three Marches ori Berlin
them quickly tightened.
Three marches of the Russian Army
The entire plan for the defense of Ber- on Berlin are reflected in trophies and
lin was thus upset. To bolster up resist- relics collected in the Leningrad Artillery
ance in the capital, the German Com- Museum of the Red Army. Among the
mand had to rush troops from the West. exhibits are dozens of battle standards
A part of our .advancing troops stayed captured from the Germans by Russian
behind to deal with the trapped German troops during the seizure of Berlin io
forces at the distant approaches to Ber- 1760, in the Seven Years' War. Other
lin, while our main tank forces contin- exhibits show the second entry of Rusued to drive westward in a pincer move- sian troops into Berlin in 1813. Many
ment, the arms of which intercepted line cases of trophies taken when the Red
TO BERLIN!-Tan ya Alexanclrova di- after line of communications leading to Army made its entry into the German
Berlin. They intercepted and routed fresh capital have been added to the collection.
rects traffic to the west
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The Capitulation of Berlin

The Secret Headquarters of the
German General Staff

By I. Korohov

T

By Major B. Polevoi
this village looks no
E XTERNALLY
different from many others in the
environs of Berlin: brick cottages, each
resembling the other, an angular red
brick church, sickly trees entwined with
wild grape vines, and the inevitable pigeons nesting in the eaves. Only the unusual tidiness of the yards and the absence
of paraphernalia outside sheds and barns
might strike .an observant individual.
The village stretches into a wood
densely planted with trees and cleanlr.
swept. Here the scene changes. In a clearing stand 24 concrete buildings camouflaged with paint of various colors and
concealed by young pines. Concrete paths
running between the structures are overhung with nettiag. The barbed-wire
fence which enclosed this compound and
through which a high-tension current
could be run, and the pillboxes and foxholes at the sides of the roads and paths
are all splashed with dull yellow paint
and are almost invisible even at a short
distance.
It was here in this tiny village, or rather
here deep underground, that Hitler
throughout the war had his thieves'
kitchen. This was the headquarters of the
German General Staff which, officially
of course, was supposed to be located
in the center of Berlin. Over the General
Staff building there, a flag always waved
and gorgeously attired porters noiselessly
opened and shut doors. But here in the
village of Zossen were neither porters nor
flags. The men who had drenched all Europe in blood lived deep underground
like moles.
Hans Beltow, a German engineer-an
elderly man who had charge of the complex electrical installations of the General Staff and who had had no desire to
retire with the German troops--willingly
showed us over the establishment.
The elevators were not working and
we descended by a spiral staircase which
seemed endlt.iSs. Finally we reached . the
bottom. Corridors diverged in all direc-

tions, lined with doors, each with a
number.
Everything in this devil's kitchen testified to the fact that the Red Army's blow
had been so staggering and unexpected it
had caught even the German General Staff
unprepared. The floors were littered with
documents, maps and reference books. In
the office of the Chief of Staff, a dressing
gown was flung across a writing desk; on
the floor lay a pair of bedroom slippers
and in an adjoining room stood a rumpled, unmade bed. On a night table were
a bottle of wine, half-filled glasses and a
bowl of apples. From an open valise
spilled linen, family photographs, and a
picture of Hitler autographed in his own
hand.
The panic which had seized the General Staff was also evident from the last
records, the last telegraph messages. We
· found the telegraph room and its installations absolutely intact. There were endless lines of apparatus, and clocks which
all registered 20 minutes to three. When
the members of the General Staff fled,
they left a telegrapher behind to answer
calls. At his machine we found the last
tapes, which revealed the state of mind
in which this thieves' den was abandoned
by its owners. Here are some quotations
from these last messages.
"I have an urgent message for Oslo."
"Very sorry, but we are not transmitting anything more. We are retiring from
Berlin. I am the last man here. I shall
be cutting off communications in an hour
or two."
"It there nobody in Berlin who could
send a messenger?"
"Alas, no."
"My God, what is happening? This is
the end...."
"Attention. I have an urgent message
for Lieutenant General Wister, Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of
the Wes tern Department."
"We are not accepting any more messages."
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"Why?"
"I have told you we are not receiving,
and that is enough for you. Everybody
has skedaddled. I cannot repeat the whole
story to everybody.''
"I would like to know what is the
situation where you are? "
"Splendid, as usual. If you could only
see me. I am in full uniform with my
automatic pistol. Everybody has gone.
I am the last. I need not tell you what
I feel like.''
"Are they feeling any better in Berlin?"
"Oh, they are feeling splendid, as
usual. I feel as if the noose is around my
neck."
"Is there contact with Prague?"
"No, you idiot. I am the last man here.
It is all up with Germany; Ivan is literally at the doo~. I am going to cut the
wires in a minute."
However, at the last moment, when
our men appeared at the door, the telegrapher thought better of it. He had not
the heart to wreck the installations. He
saw no sense in dying for generals who,
having lost the war, had left him to his
·
fate. He raised his hands.
But an even more curious detail struck
me as I wandered through the subterranean offices of the German General
Staff. On the more important telegraph
installations hung notices written by hand
in bad Russian. It was obvious no Russian
had written them. They read: "Soldiers,
don't ·touch or damage the apparatus. It
will be valuable booty for the Red Army.''
These notices were written by the
engineers who serviced the electrical installations. Although the officers and auxiliary personnel of the General Staff were
ordered on pain of death to leave immediately, the engineers rightly decided they
had nothing to fear from the Red Army.
They concealed themselves in the safe of
the underground Time Bureau and came
out only when the last automobiles of
the General Staff had gone.

..

HIS is how the historic event occurred. Some cars were lirted ·up in a
dingy side street of a Berlin square. Soviet
and German officers entered one of the
cars and a Soviet lieutenant colonel took
the wheel. The car sped off in a direction from which guns were still maintaining heavy fire. This was the first step
coward the capitulation of Berlin.
Prior to that a delegation of the German Command had come to the command post of a Soviet division fighting
at the approaches to the government
district. Representatives of the German
Command announced their consent to
unconditional surrender.
The German delegation was permitted
co return to their lines, accompanied by
Major Belousov and followed by a Soviet
signalman with the necessary wire to put
up a connection between the two command posts.
But as soon as the car crossed the front

line and drove deeper into the German
positions, enemy snipers concealed in one
of the houses fired at Major Belousov,
wounding him in the head. Fighting
broke out with fresh force. Our troops,
infuriated by the perfidy of the Germans,
intensified their onslaught and our guns
gave the center of Berlin a bombardment
more terrific than any it had experienced
before. Soviet units pressed forward, taking block after block, house after house.
On May 2 the thunder of guns again
ceased. A delegation of the German Command once more crossed the front line.
This time General Weidling of the artillery, chief of the garrison,~personally came
to Soviet headquarters and announced
that the garrison was prepared to capitulate immediately.
Weidling signed the order to his troops
to cease fire. Thus Berlin saw its garrison
lay down arms. Thousands of German

officers and men, headed by their unit
commanders, moved in columns down the
streets leading from the center of the
city. The Berlin population emerged from
subterranean shelters. Gloomy crowds
along the sidewalks watched the surrender of the garrison.
The German capital everywhere revealed signs of having borne the full burden of punishment. The famous Brandenburger Tor, symbol of German militarism, crowned by bronze horses now
green with age, presented a far from impressive appearance. The horses had been
broken by shell splinters; logs, stone and
sand formed machine-gun embrasures
between the columns, four of which had
been shattered by shells.
Words cannot describe the tremendous
enthusiasm of our officers and men. Spontaneous meetings were held everywhere,
and Stalin's Order of the Day was read
from tanks.

mE RED ARMY IN BERLIN-A young Soviet girl freed from German slavery greets a countryman; (right) Artillery rolling
through the streets of the vanquished capital
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Mortar crews in action in the heart of Berlin

Tankmen listen to Stalin's May Ffrst Order of the Day
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Raising the Soviet Flag
Over the Reichstag
By Captain 0 . Gekhman
IGH over the shattered cupola of
H
the Reichstag the scarlet banner
floats in the wind.
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THE COORDINATED SOVIET POWER
THAT BROKE THE BACKBONE
OF THE WEHRMACHT
Above, tanks drive to breach the Berlin defenses.
At left, a cavalry charge; (center) Long-range
guns fire on Berlin; (lower) Self-propelled arti.lery in the German capital. Right, bombers
support the offensive; (lower) A Red Army man
raises the Soviet Flag over a district in the outskirts of Berlin
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The battle for Berlin reached its climax
in the .fighting for the Reichstag. With
the fall of this symbol of Hitlerite power,
all organized resistance in the remaining
unoccupied area of 'the city ·collapsed.
It was only 15 0 meters across the Koenigsplatz co the Reichstag, but the entire
area was swept by fire from all types of
weapons.
Mortars hissed through the avenues of the Tiergarten, machine guns
barked from the roof of the Lessing Theater, and a number of artillery batteries
kept up a .fierce barrage from Unter den
Linden.
Through this whirlwind of .fire and
metal, four Soviet formations launched
the onslaught on the Reichstag, with the
support of hundreds of guns and monars.
Every meter had to be fought for. All
doors were barricaded. It seemed that the
assault would have to be halted and begun
again after a new artillery barrage.
At that moment an enthusiastic company from a formation commanded by
Zinchenko rushed forward. The men
broke through one of the doors of the
Reichstag and disappeared into the gloom.
Other companies followed the example
of these daring leaders and entered the
breach. An hour later Zinchenko was able
to move his command post into the
building.
WC! still do not know exactly who was
the .first to hoist the Red Flag over the
Reichstag. Each unit commander entrusted this honorable historic mission to
his bravest .fighters. The corridors and
attics were full of Germans, and the
passage to the roof was bitterly contested.
The first to report that the mission had
been accomplished· was Red Army man
Grigori Bulatov, famous for his daring
and skill in battle.
Although our flag was already waving
over the Reichstag, the Germans did not
admit their defeat. First they attempted

The Soviet Banner of Victory
Hies abo ve the
German R eichstag

On May 20 the
historic flag was
removed, to be
placed in a Moscow museum

Radiophotos

to cut off the Soviet formations; when this
failed they still swept all approaches to
the building with devastating .fire. Meanwhile, Germans in the building asked for
permission to send a truce emissary. In
a trembling voice a tall, spectacled German officer announced that he had come
to propose that the Russians surrender:
"Not more than 100 of your men have
broken through. There are over 1,000 of
us. Also, we have large supplies of shells
and hand grenades. Your position is hopeless.''
Zinchenko replied calmly: "In the first
place, your reckoning is at fault. But even
if there were only 50 of us and 5,000 of
you, it is you who would have to surrender. I must in.form you that an hour
ago I received a radio message appointing me Commandant of the Reichstag. I
am authorized to demand your unconditional surrender."
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Toward 5:00 P.M. the Germans began
firing incendiary shells at the Reichstag,
and the building caught .fire. This was
r'r.e second Reichstag fire. As we know,
the Hitlerites marked the seizure of
power in Germany by setting fire to the
Reichstag. In the hour of their destruction, they again set fire to it....
The fighting in the Reichstag went
on until morning. Then Germans with
white flags began to emerge from the
cellars and remote corners. They numbered over 1,000, excluding several hundred wounded in the hospital in the
basement, and hundreds of German men
and women in mufti.
Numerous delegations from Soviet
regiments and divisions made their way
to the roof, to hoist the flags which they
had carried victoriously from the Valdai
forests, the Moscow Region and the walls
of Stalingrad to the center of Berlin.

Marshals of the Soviet Union Who Have Brought Glory to Soviet Arms, Splendidly Executing
the Brilliant Directives of the Supreme Command of the Red Army
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G. K.ZHUKOV

K. K. ROKOSSOVSKY

A. M. VASILEVSKY

I. S. KONEV

Commander of Ffrat Byelorussian Front, Twice
Cavalie r o( the Orde r of Victory and Twice H e ro

Commande r of the Second B yeloru11lan Front,
Cavalie r of the Order of Victory and Hero of
the Soviet Unloo I directed troop s at Staling rad
a nd lo ByeloruH ia, and routed the Germans from
Gdanok (Danzig ) and Ste ttin

Commander of Third B yelorusslan Front, Twice
CavaUer of the Order of Victory and H ero of the
Soviet Union ; dire cted the battles in East Prussia I
c ommanded troop s which seized Ko enigsb er g , clta.

Comma nder o f First Ukra lnJan Front, Cav alier ol
the Order of Victory and Bero of the Soviet Union ;
dire cted battle• in the Ukraine ; Uberated Prague i
commanded troop s whi ch broke tnto Be rU.n with
tho se of Ma r shal Zhukov

of th e Soviet

Un.i on 1 d e fender

of Moscow

and

Leningrad ; lib e r a l~ of W a r saw; com.mande r of
troop s which rai sed the v icto r y bann e r o v er Be rlin

d c l o( Pru eaian militaris m

• R. Y. MALINOVSKY
Commander of Second Ukrainian Front,. Cavalier of
the Order of Victory; hero o.f the liberation of
Roatov-on-Dou; commande r of the troops which
libe rated Bullapest, capital of Hungary, from the
German and Rumanian fa sc lat·s

r
l
K. E. VOROSHILOV

S. M. BUDYONNY

S. K. TIMOSHENKO

Veteran commanders of the Red Army and heroic defenders of the young Soviet State, who led the people's forces
in the victorious battles during the years of the Civil War, and directed troops during the Great Patriotic War
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F. I. TOLBUKHIN
Commander of the ThJrd Ukrainian Front, Ca valier
of the Order of Victory' h ero of the libe ration of
Bulg aria and lta capital, Sofia I comma nder of the
troop1 which expelle d the G61"man1 from Vie nna,
capital of Auatrla

L. A. GOVOROV

K. A. MERETSKOV

N. N. VORONOV

Commande r of L ening rad Fron~ whose troop•
routed the Ge rmans at L e ningrad , Uh eratc d Tallinn,
cru• h ed the enemy's powerful d e fen se in th e Karelian
Isthmus, and Ube.rated Vyborg

Commander of the Northe rn Front, whose tropp a
cru sh e d the Ge rman 20th Lapland Army on the
Ko1a Peninsula, r ea ch ed th e Norw egian fronti e r
and lib e rate d a part of Norway

Chief Marshal of Artille ry ; Member of th e Su·
prcme Command during the Battle of Stalingrad ;
dire cted the Ore l-Bryan sk bre ak-throug h and th e
Y clnya.Smole·n sk operation
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The Unconditional Surrender of Germany
AT 12:50

P.M.

sharp, on May 8,

~ Soviet .fighter planes took off ooe

after another from the Templehof Airdrome in Berlin, heading west to i;neet
Allied aircraft. At 2 P.M. representatives
of the Red Army, headed by Army General Sokolovsky, arrived at Templehof
Airdrome. In the sky appeared planes with
American and British identification signs.
They landed smoothly on the airfield.
From the planes emerged Chief Air
Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, General Carl
Spaatz, Admiral Harold Burrough, officers
of the American and British Armies and
Navies, and Allied press correspondents.
Army General Sokolovsky shook hands
with the head of the delegation and presented to him the Soviet Commandant of
Berlin, Colonel General Berzarin. The
American and British generals and officers
shook hands warmly with the Soviet generals and officers. It was a meeting of
Allies and vietors.
From another plane came representatives of the Hitlerite Command with
General Field Marshal Keitel at the head.
They walked sullenly and in silence. They
were in generals' uniforms with their
orders and crosses. The tall, lahky Keitel
turned around from time to time, looking
at di'stant Berlin.
After taking a seat in a car, Field
Marshal Keitel at once opened a briefcase
and started reading some documents. The
victorious Soviet, American, British and

French generals and officers passed by the
Soviet Guard of Honor. The flags of the
Allied powers rippled iDl the wind. A band
played the anthems; Soviet soldiers passed
by in ceremonial step.
Everyone felt the greatness of the moment. Chief Air Marshal Tedder stepped
to the microphone and said that. he was
very glad to greet the Red Army officers
and men, especially in Berlin.
"I have been given the great honor,"
Marshal Tedder cor:icluded, "to convey the
warmest greetings from the West to the
East."
The Commander of the Guard of Honor
conveyed these words to his men, and
announced: "Hurrah for our Victory!"
The powerful hurrah of the vietors rolled
over vanquished Berlin.

•

• •

The road to the scene of the concluding act of the war lies across Berlinacross a Berlin demolished, conquered,
taken by storm by our troops. Cars speed
in a stream through the streets of the
German capital. A passage has been
cleared, but on the sidewalks lie heaps
of smashed brick and rubble. Numerous
ruins bear silent witness to the work
done by Allied airmen and Soviet gunners.
Residents stand silently on the street
corners. After the victors ride the vanquished German generals who brought
the capitulation. Cars drive under the
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BERLIN-Marshal G. K. Zhukov, Plenipotentiary of the Supreme Command or the
Red Anny (right), and Chi.-f Air Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, Plenipotentiary of the
Supreme Command of the Allied Expeditionary Forces, sign the act of unconditional
surrender of Germany
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Victory Arch built by Soviet soldiers.
Three flags float proudly above it; on it
is inscribed "Glory to the Red Army."
The cortege arrives in the Berlin suburb
of Karlshorst. Today this suburb has become a part of history. Here is the grne
of Hitler Germany; here is the end of
the war.
The signing of the act of surrender
takes place in the building of the former
German School of Military Engineers, in
the hall of the officers' mess. The four
flags on the wall--Soviet, American,
British and French-symbolize the companionship in arms.
Into the hall comes Marshal of the
Soviet Union Zhukov, Chief Air Marshal
of the Royal Air Force Tedder, General
Spaatz, Admiral Burrough, General de Lattre de Tassigny, and members of the
Soviet, American, British and French
delegations.
The historical proceedings begin. Everyone is present in the hall; few words are
said. But behind these words lie the long
years of war. Marshal Zhukov, followed
by Chief Air Marshal Tedder, announces
that the German plenipotentiaries have
arrived.
"Invite the representatives of the German High Command," Marshal Zhukov
says to the officer on duty.
The German generals enter the hall.
General Field Marshal Keitel walks in
front. He tries to preserve his dignity and
even his pride. He raises his field mar1
shal's baton in front of him and lowers
i.c at once. He tries to be picturesque, but
red spots appear on his face.
He is followed by General Admiral von
Friedeburg and Colonel General Stumpf.
They take their seats at the table assigned
them. Behind them stand the aides.
~rshal Zhukov and Chief Air Marshal Tedder announce : "New the aet of
unconditional surrender will be signed."
These words are translated to the Germans. Keitel nods, "Yes, yes, capitulation."
Keitel presents the credentials of the German High Command to sign the aet of
capitulation. The document is signed by
Grand Admiral Doenitz, empowering
General Field Marshal Keitel to sign the
act of unconditional surrender:
"Do they have the act of capitulation?
(Continued on page 18)

" ••. Leaders of the Allied Armies ••• under whose talented and courageous
leadership the Armed Forces of the anti-Hitler coalition won complete victory
over the common enemy."
(Soviet press, May 10).
General of the Army of the
United States
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
Supreme Commander of Allied
Forces in Europe

'

•
Field Marshal
of the British Army
SIR BERNARD L. MONTGOMERY
Commander-in-Chief of the 2ht
Army Group of Allied Troops
in Northwestern Europe

Mai;-shal Stalin's Broadcast on the Meeting of the
Victorious Soviet and Allied Armies
The victorious Armies of I.h e Allied powers, waging a war of liberation in Europe, have
routed the German troops and linked up on the territory of Germany.
Our task and our duty is to finish off the enemy, to compel him to ground arms and
surrender unconditionally. The Red Army will fulfil to the end this task and this duty to our
people and to all freedom-loving nations.
We hail the gallant troops of our Allies now standing on the territory of Germany,
shoulder to shoulder with Soviet troops, and filled with determination to discharge their duty
to the end.

&ulwpluno•

SOVIET AND ALLIED TROOPS MEET-A groqp of frien<l8 8h1tr1• tlll'ir «'iiiur.-t1f"1<; (righa) War prisoners liberated from the
German camp at Langerit surround Red Army and American soldiers
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SURRENDER

From Stalingrad to Berlin!

Moscow on the Day of Victory

(Continued from page 16)

Have they read it? Do they agree to sign
it?" ask Marshal Zhukov and Marshal
Tedder.
"Yes, we agree," Keitel answers. He
opens a briefcase containing documents,
puts a monocle i.nto his eye, and takes a
pen, preparing to sign the act.
Marshal Zhukov stops him.
"I suggest that the representatives of
the German High Command," Marshal
Zhukov says slowly, "come over here to
the table and sign the act here."
He points to the place where the Field
Marshal must come. Keitel rises and goes
to the table. Scarlet spots are burning on
his face. His eyes are moist. He sits at
the table and signs all the copies of the
act of capitulation, one after the other.
This lasts several minutes. Everyone is
silent and only the cinema cameras grind
away.
After signing the capitulation, Field
Marshal Keitel rises and looks around. He
has nothing to say and does not expect
anything. Suddenly he smiles, a miserable
ghost of a smile, removes the eyepiece
and returns to his place at the table of
the German delegation. But before sitting down, he again holds out his field
marshal's baton and then places it on
the table.
Then the act of capitulation is signed
by General Admiral von Friedeburg and
Colonel General Stumpf. All this takes
place in silence, without any words.
After that the Plenipotentiary of the
Supreme Command of the Red Army,
Marshal of the Soviet Union Zhukov, and
the Plenipotentiary of the Supreme Commander of the Allied Expeditionary
Forces, Chief Air Marshal Tedder, as well
as witnesses General Spaatz and the representative of the French delegation General de Lattre de Tassigny, affix their
signatures to the document.
The members of the German delegation are now instructed to leave the hall;
the German generals rise and leave. All
those present at this historic act joyfully
congratulate each other upon the victory.
The war is over.
Marshal of the Soviet Union Zhukov
shakes bands with Chief Marshal of the
Royal Air Force Tedder, General of the
American Army Spaatz and the others.
Victory! Humanity can now breathe
freely.

THE
CELEBRATION
IN RED SQUARE
A hero is tossed
above the heads
of the enthusiastic crowd

Marshal Zhukov (center) with a group of Soviet generals in the German capital

The strains of the Red Army's Victory March ring through Berlin streets

Radwphotoa

Banners of the heroic Guards Units are carried past the Brandenburger Tor
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days of victory, we
I N lookthesebackradiant
into the past and see the
people we came to know during the war.
Against the background of time they stand
out bright and clear, free of all things
trivial-granite figures of heroes, from
beardless youths who rammed German
planes over Moscow to veteran masters
of iron aod steel, tanned by the heat of
their own furnaces.
Did we really see them, walk and talk
with them? Or were they figments of
imagination like the heroes of ancient
myths and legends? Whence did they
come--these geniuses who conquered the
air and the depths of the sea, who mastered fire and metal, who fought fearlessly
in the most terrible battles?
They are here today, all around us, no
longer pictures in our memory, but living
people. As they march arm in arm down
the wide streets, their laughter and songs
ringing from Sokolniki to Khimki, you
can scarcely push your way past them; you
cannot make your voice heard above
theirs.
These are the heroes ... who but they
won this war?
They are here--thousands and tens of
thousands of them-all familiar, such
people as you see every day. But as you
look at them you recall Sevastopol, Odessa,
Stalingrad, Leningrad . . . you recall the
evacuation of industry to the East, the
cold emptines~ of new places, the creation
of a new industry in the snows of Siberia,
in the Ural Mountains.
Here are two young colonels wearing

the Order of the Red Banner, keeping step
and gazing about like men who have just
come from afar; here are two girls-one
with the Badge of Honor and the other
with the Defense of Moscow Medal. But
these are not the only heroes. Everyone in
the crowd may be a hero, today or tomorrow, for of such stuff are our people-Soviet people-made. Never before have
we felt this so deeply.
A sailor is dancing on the pavement
and the ring of his heels has the rhytrun
of jazz; an old lady is smothering a lieutenant with kisses, from the dimple in his
cheek to the stars on his epaulettes; a tall
military doctor is handing out ice cream
to the youngsters around him.
It seems there is no order in the spontaneous flow of the crowd . . . only joy
and bubbling life. But a defiiiite order exists in this movement of thousands. It
carries us in one direction . .. to the Red
Square, to the Kremlin.
No demonstration was announced, no
one was prepared for it. No special decorations were put up. But how wonderful
the Kremlin walls look, with their ancient
towers and the dark, velvety firs along
the wall. A fresh wind brings a breath
of rivers and forests, flags flutter from the
buildings-so many flags that the rippling
of their folds in the strong breeze has the
sound of applause.
Real applause breaks out from time to
time, accompanied by songs and cheers.
There is no one on the tribune of Lenin's
tomb; nevertheless, streams of people
carrying red flags pour across the Square
in either direction. As they pass the
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tribune, all hands are raised, hats and caps
and girls' bright scarves fly into the air.
All eyes are turned toward the Kremlin.
It is clear to all for whom the cheers,
the applause and the flags are meant. The
beloved name is in everyone's heart; it
is inseparable from the word Victory,
which is on everyone's lips.
And now Stalin speaks.
Through the streets and squares of
Moscow, over the dark woods and fields
where the young grass is growingthrough the country, through the worldthe radio carries his voice. But it seems to
us who hear Stalin's voice in Red Square,
that we are nearest of all to him. He is
here beside us; he speaks to each of us,
congratulating each one on the Victorythe great Day of our Viccory over Germany.
We stand, great and small, shoulders
muching, feeling the warmth spreading
from shoulder to shoulder, united in a
greater happiness than we have ever
known. In the name of this happiness, we
have suffered; we have traveled a long
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In front of the United States Embassy,
Mokhovaya street, Moscow

AIR CIDEF MARSHAL

A. E. GOLOVANOV
AIR CHIEF MARSHAL

A. A. NOVIKOV

•
The Soviet Air Force

and the
Great Victory
Marshal of Armored Troops
P. A. Rotmistrov

Marshal of Armored Troops
Y. N. Fedorenko

DAY OF VICTORY

Marshal of Artillery
N. D. Yakovlev

artillery salvos will be fired from 1,000
Through the trees a quivering silver
(Continued from page 19)
guns in honor of Victory.
body gleams: a huge barrage balloon sinks
With the first salvo, a cluster of colored to earth and becomes a heap of material.
and bitter path to reach it. Each of us has
worked for it, fought for it, paid for it in rockets flowers in the sky. Red, blue, yel- '" We are leaving for good," says a unifull measure; it belongs to us all, as a low and green rays of light cross like formed girl, busily folding it up.
father's house belongs to all his children. swords, transforming the dark vault into
A lieutenant walks past with a young
Stalin finishes his speech. With bared a tent supported by colored spears. High girl, who clasps his arm closely, pressing
heads, in reverent silence, the people lis- overhead a huge red flag flames above her cheek against his shoulder and lookMoscow. Rockets glitter in a pageant of
ten to the National Anthem.
ing up into his face. She seems to see
Slowly, like miniature suns, the search- color, fire and brilliance. And all the
ncthing else . .. perhaps not even to hear
lights circle the sky, in flaming blue and while--now distant, now near-the powhis words.
red, then disappear as though frightened erful guns roar. Over 30,000 shells and
The city is still pouring into the Square.
of their own light. A radio voice reads 100,000 rockets were fired into Moscow's
lo
a Moscow maternity hospital, the first
the Order of the Day of the Supreme skies in honor of the Victory.
Victory Day baby, a boy, is born to Olga
Commander-in-Chief. Thunderous apThe salute ends. More people stream
plause greets the announcement that 30 into the Square. "What organization do Stankevich. He is named Viktor.
you come from? " we ask one group. "The
people," they answer in chorus.
And truly, these are not co-workers or
students of any one organization, but
strangers who have met and joined in
the spontaneous procession. One feeling
unites therri. They are the people!
Two tall boys in American uniform
are immediately surrounded and cheered,
and flowers are thrust into their hands.
Army General Ivan Bagramyan, Commander of the First Baltic Front, whose
troops completed tlie destruction of the
Sammland German group

+Army General A. I. Yeremenko, one of
the heroes of Stalingrad. Troop& under
his command victoriously broke through
the Carpathians
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The following is by Colonel General N.
Sbnnanov, of the Soviet Air Force:
ORE than three million Bights have
been made by Soviet pilots during
the Great Patriotic War. In the Victory
Ordcr-s of Marshal Stalin, air units of the
R.ed Army have been cited 318 times for
exemplary combat actions; 1,026 men
have been honored with the title of Hero
of the Soviet Union; 24 have received this
honor twice, and Colonel Alexander Pokryshkin has received it three times. Pilots,
navigators, engineers and mechanics of
the Air Force have been awarded 109,000
battle decorations during the war. More
than 30 per cent of all combat air units
have been converted into Guards units,
and 60 per cent have been decorated or
awarded honorary titles.
The enemy hurled two-thirds of the
Luftwaffe against the Soviet Union. Of
Hitler Germany's five air fleets, four were
active against the Soviet front. The Luftwaffe was reinforced by the Finnish, Rumanian, Hungarian and Italian air forces.
Soviet aviation entered the war with
well-trained personnel, distinguished for
great courage and readiness to sacrifice.
In the &ttle for Moscow, the myth of
the "invincibility" of the Luftwaffe, as
well as of the entire German war machine,
was dispelled for the first time. This was
followeQ by colossal ground and air battles
throughout the four years of war.
In the Battle for Stalingrad, the Soviet
Air Poree effected a complete air blockade
of the trapped German army. In the de-
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fense of Leningrad, Sevastopol, Odessa, 1,000 planes which the enemy mustered
the Caucasus and the Arctic Regions, to defend Berlin was smashed by Soviet
Soviet aviation played an important part. airmen. Unchallenged mastery of the skies
After the furious battle over the Kuban over the German capital was held by
in 1943, when from March to the middle pilots under Colonel Generals Rudenko
of May no less than 100 air combats took and Krassovsky.
In April, the last mooch of the war,
place daily, Soviet aviation won a grand
battle over the Kursk salient, insuring the the Soviet Air Force carried out 216,000
flights and dropped 45,000 tons of bombs.
success of 'the summer offensive.
Nineteen forty-three marked the turn- In 5,5 00 furious air combats of the winter
ing point in the relative strength of the offensive, Soviet pilots downed 6,000
two air forces. The losses of Soviet avia- enemy aircraft, annihilated huge masses
tion decreased by more than one-third, of enemy manpower, and destroyed enorwhile the Luftwaffe's increased, 14,000 mous quantities of equipment.
planes being lost by the Germans.
In 1944 the Soviet Air Force finally won
comp~ete supremacy.
The winter offensive of 1945 was
launched by powerful blows of Soviet
aviation and artillery against the solid
German defenses. qn some days-for example, March 25-6-7-Russian pilots
made 11,000 Bights each day over the
small area between Koenigsberg and
Gdansk. Within 72 hours of the final
storming of Koenigsberg, Soviet pilots
made 10,000 flights and poured 3,000 tons
of bombs on this largest German fortress.
On April 16 the Armies under Marshals
Zhukov and Konev launched the offensive
against the capital of fascist Germany.
It was begun with mass blows by
Soviet aviation, which carried out' over
17,000 flights in the first 24 hours-a Guards Colonel A. I. Pokryshkin (left),
record for intensity of air action in this Thrice Hero of the Soviet Union and
commander of a :fighter plane nnit, with
war.
his Chief of Sta.ff, Guards Colonel B.
The large Luftwaffe concentration of
Abramovich
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Soviet Guerrillas Fought

ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET
N. G. KUZNETSOV

•
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Germany

By Major B. Polevoi
APTAIN

•
The Soviet Navy's
Tactics of Offense
in the
Patriotic War
AT the outbreak of the Soviet-German
war the Red Navy, according to
Nazi plans, was to have played a purely
defensive and passive role. The most important of the Soviet naval bases were to
be blockaded by sea, and the ships contained within them either bombed to the
bottom from the air or captured when
their respective ports had been seized by
the German army on land.
However, the Germans proved unable
to blockade the Soviet naval bases. The
minefields which they sowed at the entrances to Soviet ports, and the actions of
their surface craft were formidable obstacles, but they failed to immobilize the
Soviet fleet. Heavy raids by German aircraft over Sevastopol, Kronstadt, Tallinn
and other naval bases at the outbreak of
hostilities yielded no material results.
Nor did the Germans find it easy to
reach Soviet bases overland, as was shown
by the heroic defense of Sevastopol,
Odessa, Leningrad, and the Arctic stations
of the Navy. When the Nazis after prolonged and costly fighting seized a port,
they found no ships. Down to the last
tugboat, all vessels had sailed to other
stations and were continuing the fight
at sea.
The tactics of the Soviet .fleet in the
first half of the war can be defined as
follows: offensive action for defense.
Soviet tactics of offense were unfolded in
the first months of hostilities. The "blockaded" Black Sea Fleet, for example, suddenly appeared before Constanza and

heavily shelled this key naval base of the
enemy on the Black Sea. Soviet submarines
in the north also became very active. Such
submarine commanders as Stolbov, Fisanovich, Kotelnikov, Yegorov and others
boldly assaulted enemy convoys, penetrated
Petsamo and Kirkenes in broad daylight,
and under the very noses of the Germans
sank five transports and warships at their
piers.
The tactics of the submarine commanders of the Northern Fleet were followed by those of the Baltic Fleet, who
in the summer of 1942 broke through the
minefields, ran the gauntlet of Nazi warships and aircraft, and emerged on the
high seas. In a single patrol, Submarine
Commander Grishchenko sank five transports with a total displacement of 42,000
tons. Others of the Baltic Fleet who
reached the open sea were Submarine
Commanders Osipov, Travkin, Kabo,
Vishnevsky and Yunakov. Still others followed. By the autumn of 1942, the German fleet in the Baltic had lost more than
50 transports and warships with a total
displacement of 500,000 tons.
The Red Navy's tactics of offense were
best displayed during landing operations
and the fight for communications. The
Germans, who had not bargained for
combat at sea, expected to settle with the
Soviet Army and Navy so quickly there
would be no need to supply their troops
by sea. But the war dragged on. German
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Alexei Kustov of the

C Engineering Corps, y.rho participated in the forcing of three rivers, and

ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET
I. S. ISAAKOV

transports were compelled to sail month
after month, year after year. In their first
attempts to disrupt Soviet sea communications they relied chiefly on aircraft.
Repelling attacks from the air, however,
Soviet seamen worked out and successfully applied their own methods of striking the enemy along his routes. The Nazis
were gradually forced to the defensive at
sea; the fighting gravitated from Soviet to
German sea routes.
Soviet naval aircraft played an important role. Stormoviks were hurled
against the convoys; torpedo bombers
grew in number and quality until they
became one of the most effective arms of
the Navy. Equally important were those
naval aircraft which constantly extended
operations in coordination with motor
torpedo boats and submarines. Those formidable foes of the German convoys, the
motor torpedo boats, were finally used for
long-range action, not only. by night but
by d~y. This was most evident when the
Germans were being driven from Sevastopol and Pechenga.
Soviet seamen during the war landed
dozens of special task forces on the coasts
and river banks. The landing party is
obviemsly one of the most valuable devices for offensive operations, a method
the Germans were unable to use to their
advantage throughout the war.
Experience has taught Soviet seamen
that the most effective form of combat is
not passive defense, but determined and
daring offense.

Major Sergei Naumov of the Tank Forces,
wounded three times and wearing four
decor:i.tions, told the story of this unusual
meeting with Russian people beyond the
last river crossed by Soviet troops.
"It was a tough job," the Captain said
in a hoarse voice. "I somehow managed
to get my men across the river in boats
and rafts during the night. We captured
a tiny bridgehead on the opposite l:ank.
And then Major N aumov's motorized
infantry came up to help us.
"We were just about to stretch a ferry
cable across the river when the Germans
opened fire with artillery pieces, machine
guns and six-barrelled mortars. You know
how the Germans fortified the banks of
rivers. Shells burst around us and the
.ground shook. But my men remained
firm-they were accustomed to this kind
of bombardment. We clung to the bridgehead, and Naumov's tanks and selfpropelled guns on the other side helped
us repel the enemy counter-attacks. But
after each counter-attack the fire of my
own men grew weaker and weaker. That
meant losses. If we could only hold out
till night, I thought, everything would be
all right. Reinforcements would come
and we would be able to widen the
bridgehead. Then suddenly I heard . . ."
Major Naumov took up the story here :
"You were in a foxhole by the river
bank and could only hear, but I saw
everything from my tank on a hill on the
other side of the river. Suddenly I saw
mortar shells bursting around the German
artillery positions. I couldn't make out
who was firing them-I didn't have any
mortars. Very likely the Germans were
also wendering who the devii was shelling them with mortars from their rear."
"The Germans stopped firing at us,"
the Captain interrupted. "I ordered my
sappers to stretch the ferry cable across.
Rising from my foxhole I saw people
running out from the woods and splashing through the swamp water toward us.
Some were in army uniform, others in

civilian clothes. There was also a group
wearing blue overalls and another in
striped suits. Who could they be? Anyway, I ordered my men not to shootthese people had helped us out of a tight
fix. They kept running toward us, waving
their rifles and shouting 'hurrah! '
"Then I saw them embracing my sappers and I realized that they were our
people. As I came up I heard them crying, 'So we've met at last, comrades! '
They all had red armbands with the letters USSR on them. There were red ribbons pinned to their caps. 'Who are
you? Where do you come from? ' I asked.
" 'We are Soviet people,' one of the
men replied. 'We were deported by the
Germans from different places and
brought to Dresden to work in the chemical factories. When we heard the Red
Army was advancing, we killed the German guards, ran away to the woods and
formed a guerrilla detachment. We
fought our way through to the front
lin~ ·
·
"His first question was, 'Will our whole
detachment be accepted into the Red
Army? ' I answered, 'Certainly.'
"His comrades cheered, waved their

rifles and embraced us all. A Soviet man
will always remain Soviet under all circumstances,'' Captain Kustov concluded.
Soon afterward I heard the story from
Serafim Andreyevich Shumilin, leader of
the USSR D etachment. Shumilin formerly worked at the Mariupol iron and steel
works and later became slave No. 816
at the I. G. Farbenindustrie Chemical
Plant near Dresden. Chest injuries sustained at the hands of the Germans kept
him coughing, spitting blood as he spoke.
"There is no need to go into great
detail about our life in accursed Germany," he said. "We did not live any
better than the other slaves, forced to
work 16 hours a day, beaten every week
by the Nazi overseers and fed a liter of
hogwash a day. People died of starvation. It became so that everyone was
sorry he was alive. If a piece of newspaper was found in the pockets of a man
searched by the Germans, that unfortunate fellow was immediately sent to
Dachau or to Oswiecirn. And still we
found out that the Red Army was advancing. We waited and hoped, and little
by little prepared for action.
"Back in January we already noticed

The oldest and the youngest tenant of the catacombs in Odessa, where guerrillas
lived during the German occupation . The little boy was less than a year old when
his father (right) and grandfather took him underground, where he remained until the
city was liberated, coming up into the fresh air only at night
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h6w nerv6us the Germans were. Thousands of refugees passed by our facrory,
heading for the railway station. Now was
the time for us to act.
"One night when rhe Allied aircraft
came to bomb rhe city, we Russians took ·
advantage of the coGfusion and attacked
our guards with bricks, stones and bare
fisrs. We finished them off inside a half
hour and then all of us, more than 1,000
men, ran away to the Dresden woods.
That night we decided ro organize a guerrilla detachment and to name it the USSR
Detachment, after our country. Though
poorly armed we determined ro make our
way through the densely populated districts of Saxony and lower Silesia to meet
our advancing Armies.
"The detachment was formed on January 29. That day we raided a small
freight srarion east of Dresden. Armed
only wirh 18 rifles and three tommy
guns, we shouted hurrah at rhe top of
our voices and attacked a German railway battalion guarding ammunition trains
standing in the station. The Germans offered hardly any resistance and ran for
their lives, leaving their rifles behind in
the guardrooms.
"The USSR D etachment continued
moving eastward through the woods, the
men arming themselves as they pushed
on. More Soviet people freed by the guerrillas joined. Endless columns of refugees
were moving from the east ro the heart
of Germany. All roads, railways, towns
and villages were filled with them. This
was to the advantage of rhe guerrillas,
who steadily moved in the opposite direction. We set fire to ammunition dumps
near Kalau, blew up the highway bridge
across the Spree, routed a column of German motor vehicles loaded with precision equipment evacuated from the Guben
chemical factories, wrecked trains on
the Dresden-Cottbus railway and carried
our scores of other large and small operations.
"By rhe ttme the USSR Detachment
reached the front line, it was well armed.
Everyone had a rifle and grenades. They
also had some mortars. And when finally
the patriots heard the din of battle and
the salvos of Soviet guns, they were rewarded for all their tears and torture in
Germany. They came up in time to strike
at the counter-attacking Germans from

R . Saker, one of the heroic guerrillas of
t h e Lith uanian SSR

the rear; to help Captain Kustov's sappers hold their bridgehead."

•

•

•

I heard this story months ago on the
bank of the Neisse. In Soviet-occupied
Dresden I learned its sequel.
Despite all precaution raken by the
Germans, news rhar a large group of
Russians had managed ro escape from
the chemical plant and form a guerrilla
detachment had spread through Dresden.
Deported workers in all factories learned
rhar the detachment was called the USSR ,
and rhar ir was blowing up munition
trains at railway srarions and fighting
irs way through to rhe Red Army.
Workers of the camps were thrown
into a fever. Each was determined to run
away. During a raid by Allied planes on
Dresden, a large group of Russian workers armed wirh stones overpowered rhe
German guards, put the high-tension
wires out of commission, flung coats and
boards across the barbed-wire barriers
and escaped. German machine gunners
opened fire from the guard towers. More
rhan a dozen people fell dead on the
other side of the barrier, but the rest gor
away. While German police and soldiers
were rushing about rhe city putting our
fires, nearly 40 Russian workers escaped
to rhe woods and stopped on rhe bank
of the Elbe. There they formed another
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guerrilla group, also named the USSR .
The formation of the second USSR
Detachment took place on March 20, and
although it operated only for a comparatively short time, its members wrecked
thr.ee enemy troop trains and set fire ro
an ammunition dump. By the end of
March, after several engagements with
German Volkssrurm soldiers and police,
nearly everyone in the detachment had
· rifles, hand grenades and knives for handto-hand fighting.
In April, many people-Russians, Ukrainians, Byelorussians, Poles, Yugoslavs,
Czechs and workers of other nationalities-were helped to escape from Dresden
by the guerrillas. A large number of war
prisoners and forcibly deported people
were freed as they were being led to work.
Shamming penitence, some guerrillas
of the second USSR Detachment rerurned ro rhe camps to organize and lead
the escape of a new group of workers.
One of these fearless volunteers was
N atasha Karkovkina, a former undergraduate of Kharkov Medical College
who worked as a drill press hand. Three
times rhis young girl, who looked very
frail and rirnid, returned to the camps ai;id
came back ro rhe woods with nearly
seventy people.
Valentin Zh4kov, a former tracror
driver of rhe Dnieproperrovsk machine
and tracror station, one of the most active partisans of the detachment, organized two escapes. He was caught the
third time and rorrured by rhe Germans
in rhe basement of the Gestapo building.
That nighr, after a bearing, Zhukov pretended ro be dead. When the German
guard came in ro make sure, Zhukov
jumped up and grabbed him by rhe
throat. Choking rhe man to death, the
young rracror driver pur on the guard's
uniform and escaped.
The USSR Detachment grew rapidly.
The v.:oods literally swarmed with refugees. ·Day or night, rhe Germans preferred to keep away from the many roads
running ro rhe Elbe. Punitive expeditions,
including cavalry squadrons, were sent out
ro round up the guerrillas.
"H ow did you manage to evade the
Germans in such a small area?" I asked
Zhukov. "It was very simple," he replied .
"As soon as we wrecked a train, rhe
German punitive forces headed for that
spot. Meanwhile, we had slipped away
t~ blow up an ammunition dump somewhere else."

Justice Shall Be Done
By Professor A. Trainin
From KRASNAYA ZVEZDA, May 17:

of retribution. Those guilty of Nazi crimes
HE Red Army and the troops of the will face the tribunals of the countries
Allied countries have completed their where their atrocities were perpetrated,
great and noble work of crushing Hitler that this may serve as a stern warning for
Germany. Europe, rormented and ruined future centuries and that corning generaby the Hitlerites, is free. Germany has tions of men may say: Perish all who
again commit anything like this.
been forced to her knees.
The hour of liberation has arrived. It
Germany's military defeat is the funmust
become the hour of retribution. Undamental, the most important-but not
rhe very last-stage in the heroic fight der the blows of the Red Army and the
which the freedom-loving nations have Allied troops, the curtain which concealed
taken upon themselves and are waging the death camps in Poland and Germany
so successfully. If the just cause is ro tri- has been removed. Before a world alumph to the end, Hitler's military defeat ready aware of the horrors of the wholemust be followed by the moral and po- sale annihilation of people in Smolensk
litical defeat of Hitlerism. For the ac- and Maidanek, new sinister pages have
complishment of this task, it is of the opened-Tremblyanka and Oswiecirn,
utmost importance to punish the war Buchenwald and Belsen : trains methodcriminals.
ically and regularly supplying living huAt the very beginning of the war, man raw material for destruction; three
Stalin, who always sees far into the fu- million victims done ro death in Tremblyture, spoke of the punishment of the Hitanka; four million victims annihilated in
lerite criminals. His words found a reOswiecim.
sponse throughout the world. In August,
Nor can anyone henceforward reproach
1942, President Roosevelt stated that justice demands that the Nazi aggressors the Hitlerites for being only hangmen and
should be warned that the time would destroyers. In Trernblyanka and Oswiecome when they would have to face their cim, Himmler's and Krupp's nurselings
judges in the very countries which they gave examples of fascist "constructive
were oppressing at the moment. A month labor": the production of mattresses out
later, on September 8, 1942, Prime Min- of women's hair, soap our of human far,
ister Churchill said in the House of Com- and fertilizer from ground human bones.
mons that when the hour of liberation In its last hour, before irs death on rhe
strikes in Europe, it will also be the hour scaffold of hisrory, Hitler Germany was
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revealed before rhe entire world in all irs
revolting nakedness.
Can justice be delayed any longer?
In 1939, when Hitler started the war,
and in the succeeding years when he converted ir into a state of brigandage, Hitler
least of all rhoughr of the coming reckoning. He was then busy drafting plans
for the "new order" in Europe and
throughout rhe world. But when the Red
Army expelled the fascist hordes from
Soviet terrirory, when the "walls" of the
East and the West Atlantic-sung by
Goebbels-fell, and Germany was confronted with the grim prospect of com bined blows from the east, west, north
and south, plans began ro be hastily
hatched in Germany to provide against
the corning reckoning.
All the internal and external resources
of the Hitler regime, forgeries, blackmail,
bribes and murder, were mobilized in order to achieve the main and most tempting aim : a split among the Allies. When
the splitting strategy failed, rhe aid of the
strategy of mercy was invoked. The Hirlerites did nor spare their looted funds,
and the pro-Hitlerires their well-remunerated tears, to soften the hearts of future
judges, to achieve a lenient peace, and ro
save rhe remnants of rhe fascist cadres.
Quire recently, when the world already
knew of Oswiecim and Buchenwald. and

GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR IN MOSCOW-JULY 17, 1944
In silence the people of Moscow witness the march of 57,600 German prisoners, taken during the swift Soviet offensive on the
Byelorussian Front. At left, high-ranking generals head the column; right, the prisoners cross the Krimsky Bridge
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unctuous words calling for mercy for the
executioners would sound as a shameless mockery of the victims, new variations
on the theme of mercy made themselves
heard in some foreign newspapers.
In the Turkish newspaper T anin, Burhan Velge came out in defense of two
equally precious and original theses. Buchan Velge's number one thesis asserts that
"in the life of nations, the main weapon
with which to counteract crime is conscience." The author's delicate gaze did
not linger on executioners and prisons.
Thesis number two, according to Velge, is
that war criminals are sick persons who
should be treated in hospitals and sanatoria. Hence, according to V elge, the technically elaborated and painstakingly organized extermination of millions of peop le is merely the chaotic activity of lunatics, the senseless motions of somnambul~
ists needing medical aid.
Another Turkish newspaper, T avir, is
magnanimous enough not to object to the
trial of the war criminals, but thinks that
these criminals ought to be tried by neutral countries. According to this opinion,
the freedom-loving nations which have
made the greatest sacrifices for the sake
of civilization, law and justice, are in
urgent need of foreign law; it seems they
need to borrow some judges in a hurry
from other countries, and from whom do
you think? From Spain, Argentina and
similar "neutrals."
The Hitlerites, naturally, did not overestimate the prestige or intellect of their
flunkeys and appeasers. That is why on
the grim eve of their unconditional surrender, when all roads were cut and all
exits closed, the Hitlerites hastened to
take measures of self-help.
There appeared in the press reports of
the death of some very prominent fascist
criminals. What can be said of these dead ?
They died too soon, before their trial and
punishment. And they died too late, after
ten years of appalling crimes. But then,
even the dead are not always of the ordinary variety in the case of the Hitlerites, for the Hitlerites have managed to
turn even death into a circus stunt, in the
tradition of fascist acrobatics.
Early in 1945, when the imminent
defeat of Germany was apparent, the
government sponsored the "decease" of

the Nazi fuehrers. The Hitlerites "died"
in an organized manner, arranged their
own funerals, and thus, swallowed up by
the waters of Lethe, secretly sailed away
to neutral shores. Colonel Olaf, of the SS
troops, moved to tears by the obituary
on the occasion of his own death; departed
for Portugal. Hedmunt, chief of staff of
the Hitler Youth, after becoming the victim of an unfortunate accident, set out
for a trip through Spain.
That was the road of Hitlerism : from
victory fanfares, from plans of world domination through total mobilizations and
countless crimes, to tragic burlesque and
cowardly flight from the beloved Vaterland. "Nature's elite" and the "rulers of
the world" crawled away like cockroaches
to lie in the crevices of the neutral countries. But this certainly does not end the
reckoning of history and the reckoning of
mankind. Justice comes to the fore.

lay with a certain question of procedure :
questions of jurisdiction, questions concerning the competence of national courts
and mixed courts, or an international tribunal that may meet; questions of extradition, etc.
The Commission of the United Nations
for the Investigation of War Crimes has
been functioning in London for quite a
long time. The USSR has not sent its representatives to this Commission. The work
of this Commission has got stuck somewhere at the distant approaches to court
law and to punishment. All the Commission has so far produced is seven lists of
war criminals-four lists of German war
criminals, one list of Italians, one of Japanese, and one mixed list of Albanians,
Bulgarians, Hungarians and Rumanians.
It took the Commission long months to
draw up these first lists of war criminals.
The question naturally arises : How long
will it take the war criminals to make the
journey from lists to courtroom?
The Armies have accomplished the
greatest feat in the history of mankind .
The enemy-a strong, stubborn and
treacherous enemy-has been crushed.
The criminals have been captured. "Heroes" when they fought against unarmed
women, executioners of millions, they are
now awaiting their hour with shaking
knees, sniveling and pitiable. For six years
the freedom-loving nations have been
waiting for this hour to come. The peoples are waiting, but justice is tarrying.
Justice is moving with the brake on.
The fascist crimes have lain like a
heavy, bloody bar on mankind's road to
progress and civilization. Now there opens
up before the nations the grand vista of
peaceful cooperation, safeguarded by an
international security organization. Mankind i~ on its climb upward. The nations
want no brakes, but wings.
The punishment of the war criminals
is not merely a legal problem. It is a military and political problem. The punishment of the war criminals is a necessary
link in the struggle for lasting peace and
enduring democracy.

P ledge of Punishment
On the eve of the great victory, Marshal Stalin said in his May Day Order :
"The United Nations will destroy fascism
and German militarism, will severely punish the war criminals, and will compel
the Germans to compensate the damage
they caused to other countries." President
Truman of the United States said in his
message to Congress that nothing would
shake the determination to punish the
war criminals, "even though we must pursue them to the ends of the earth."
A number of dangerous war criminals
-Goering, Papen, Dietrich, Rundstedt,
Sperrle, Funk, Falkenhorst, and othersare in the hands of Allied troops. They
are not prisoners of war, captured while
fighting on the fields of battle. They are
nabbed criminals, or criminals who find
themselves in the hands of the Allied
Armies as a result of the act of unconditional surrender. The trial of these and
other captured war criminals is both justified and urgent. This trial, however, requires certain preliminaries. The Belgians
insist that Rundstedt must answer to them
for the looting of the Ardennes in December, 1944. The Netherlanders accuse
Sperrle of the destruction of Rotterdam.
The nations have won the great battle
Both are accused of grave crimes by other against Hitler Germany. They will also
nations, too. In view of these circum- win the battle for justice. The hour of
stances, it is essential to deal without de- retribution has come. Justice shall be done.
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MAY 9, 1945

T he Great Day of Victory over Germany
has come. Fascist Germany, forced to her
knees by the Red Army and the troops of
our A llies, has acknowledged her defeat
and declared unconditional surrender.
- - From Marshal Stalin's· Victory Address

*
Review of Soviet Arm ed Forces in Red Square, Moscow-May First, 1940

